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The Hawaiian language has offered a number of words to the English language. Some Hawaiian
words are known to non-Hawaiian speakers, and a few have . In the Hawaiian language a
symbol directly over a vowel called a kahakô indicates that the vowel sound is to be elongated. A
apostrophe like symbol called an . This page contains many of the most common Hawaiian
words and phrases as spoken by Native Hawaiian language speakers. Practice and learn them
all!Mar 11, 2014 . From understanding the weather report to reading menus, you'll need the
below vocabulary. It includes traditional Hawaiian words as well as . A collection of useful
phrases in Hawaiian, a Polynesian language spoken in Hawaii.Discover thousands of images
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apostrophe like symbol called an . This page contains many of the most common Hawaiian
words and phrases as spoken by Native Hawaiian language speakers. Practice and learn them
all!Mar 11, 2014 . From understanding the weather report to reading menus, you'll need the
below vocabulary. It includes traditional Hawaiian words as well as . A collection of useful
phrases in Hawaiian, a Polynesian language spoken in Hawaii.Discover thousands of images
about Hawaiian Sayings on Pinterest, a visual bookmarking tool that helps you discover and
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The Hawaiian language has offered a number of words to the English language. Some Hawaiian
words are known to non-Hawaiian speakers, and a few have . In the Hawaiian language a
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